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Session Link: Subrequests: What Every Power User Should Know 

   

# Question Answer 

1 

I've noticed that recipients of subrequests do not see comments from 
me formatted with paragraph breaks, bullet points, etc. It looks like 

one long stream of unformatted text. Can you show us how to format 
text in the comments field to make it easier for recipients to 

read/understand? live answered 

2 can we register external staff members as redaction users? live answered 

3 
Can every person who is assigned a subrequest see every attachment 

that is uploaded? live answered 

4 
Does a Subrequestor get notified when the due date comes up? Or 

does the custodian have to keep watch? live answered 

5 how do we set up those reminders? live answered 

6 

We sometimes have dozens or even hundreds of sub requests. Is there 
any movment towards doing bulk updates of sub requests, like due 

dates or who is the assigned staff? live answered 

7 Are we able to run reports on related to subrequests? live answered 

8 

As the owner of the parent request I have noticed that sometimes 
notes added to the subrequests are copied to and shown on the parent 

request details page, notes module; however, other times there are 
notes in the subrequest that do not move up to the parent request and 
I can only see them if I go into the subrequest itself. Do you know what 

is happening there? live answered 

9 
If we do not currently have the subrequest feature, is there an 

additional charge, or how do we start? Thanks! 

There is a one-time charge to convert from Activities 
to subrequest. Best way to get started would be to 

contact success@govqa.com or your Customer 
Success Manager directly, and they can provide pricing 

and other details. Thanks! 
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